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Clay Nash: [00:30:11] Well, good evening. It is 9:00 p.m. Eastern Time, and we're on the call

tonight. We're going to have some tremendous prayer. We're going to be praying over the state

of California, state of Washington, state of Maryland and the state of Vermont tonight. Going to

be a great call And it will be recorded. And of course, we'll get it transcribed just as quick as we

can. A lot going on in the world. saw where Russia, some of their legislative groups are

demanding we give them back Alaska. Well, I don't think so. So anyway, stay in your prayers.

Keep pressing through. Keep lifting up what's going on in the world and watch God pour his

spirit out upon all flesh. According to the Book of Joel; on all flesh as your sons and daughters

prophesy, as your young men dream dreams and as your older man-- excuse me, as your older

men dream dreams and  your young men see visions. Wow, feeling young tonight. It was about

to go into that. But anyway, going to be a great call. We've got our friend Pat on. Pat, open us in

prayer and praying for those declarations that you've got in your heart.

Pat McManus: [00:31:35] Thank you, Clay, for the opportunity with everyone. And just to link

our shields together as we stand as one across our land. So father, we thank you that you are

igniting the Ekklesia across the nation and the nations of the Earth. and that father, you are

releasing a resounding sound of an expression of your heart that would truly cause a burning

and an igniting within to where we would see the fulfillment of your word. Help us, Lord, give us

revelation and the words to decree not only for our nation, but the nations of the Earth to see the

Kingdom of God advance on the territories and your glory and your greatness be seen in every

way. So father, tonight we thank you for the opportunities to come together and to declare your
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purpose and your plan to be fulfilled upon our land in Jesus name. I was praying today for

Maryland and Washington, and so as I was looking at Maryland, it says, "strong-- that Maryland

stands for strong deeds and gentle words", and "presence led will cause things to stand". And

as I began to look at this and look at some of the prophetic, a couple of the words, just that the

trees will be established on the land. So father, you are planting trees and oaks of righteousness

in the state of Maryland. that you are repositioning that state, that it will come in the right aligned

order with your words, with your will and your way. That that nation will come into--or  that state

will come into its rightful place of permeating the expression of your heart. We declare into

Maryland that there will be righteousness restored as the trees and oaks of righteousness are

established within the state and that Father, you are realigning the state to receive the breath of

God. You're breaking the poverty structure off of  certain areas within the region, you're

realigning that region to receive a greater awareness of your glory and the power of your name.

That you're setting oaks of righteousness in places of significance to bring righteous order within

that region and territory. So we thank you, father, for Maryland coming into its right place of

divine intended purpose to fulfill the destiny of what you said is theirs to have. And father, we

declare to Washington that there is an awakening and a shaking that's going to begin to move

upon that state. That justice will begin to be seen in the  town squares, in the town hall, in the

school boards and in the state of Washington. We declare that there is righteousness going to

begin to move upon that state and their realigned order will come into your original intended

purpose and they will fulfill the destiny of what you said will begin to happen. Father, we say

cause the shaking to come from the northern part of Washington all down the Pacific Ocean,

and it will hit every state as it begins to move through Washington state. So, father, we declare,

let the streams of your glory, the revelation of your heart and the power of your name begin to

permeate in Washington, and true justice and true righteousness would prevail in the elections

moving forward from this day. Father, we declare to liberalism in Washington state: you are

crumbling and falling by the power of the name of the Lord. And we say that righteousness will

prevail in Washington state from this day. And Lord, we know that you're reshaking and

realigning without any reservation to that state come into its right place. So, father, let the

shaking begin which will cause a divine alignment to take place and the purposes of your word

to be made known in that land.  so, father, we thank you that true justice is prevailing.

Righteousness will begin to move in with order and resurp what replaced that, which needs to

be replaced. And we give you honor and praise, in Jesus name. Amen and Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:35:36] Amen.  Good, strong there. Thank you for getting us started out in that

strength. It's Going to be good. Anne Tate, What's in your heart?  [00:35:44][8.3]



Anne Tate: [00:35:46] Looking out over the words, clay, and seeing that they're trying to replace

the word of God with their own words in state? They have not sought the word to come from

someone who could speak into them and bring forth as compared to a lot of the other states.

Some of these states have, tonight, have had very little words spoken out over them and even

less processed and worked with. So,  Lord, I lift them up right now in the name of Jesus, and I

ask you, Lord to--We send the prophetic word into these states.  Lord, I ask you to send

prophets into these states between now and the time of election. And I ask you, Lord, for the

prophetic word to be plentiful. I thank you, Lord, that they rallied the remnant in these states and

that they begin to come together to put off evil and to bring forth the good and the

righteousness. I say, Lord, that they have tried to triumph over the remnant, and I say they'll not

be able to. I Say that the Lord God Almighty will move in Vermont, Washington, Maryland and

California. And I say what they figure out on their own is not the same as what the Lord

ordained, what the Lord blesses with, what the Lord calls forth, what the Lord prophesied, what

he multiplied, what he sanctified and what he causes to live. And I say, Lord, that between now

and Passover, you begin to uncover the darkness and cause the righteousness to be seen. And

Lord, we say to these states, arise and shine for your light has come. And we say, Lord, they

cannot remain in ignorance. Or remain blind or stupid concerning your movement and your

words and your will and your deliverance for them in the name of Jesus.

Clay Nash: [00:37:52] Amen. Thank you for that strong declaration there, Anne. we stand with

that. One of the things that we need to pray over the Earth, and I know we're praying about

these four states but this is just burning in my heart today, and that is we need to pray that the

Ekklesia continues to mature. And that they all finished five fold ministry, which is part of the

Ekklesia, it's not all of the Ekklesia,  but part of it. But the authentic five-fold ministries are going

to not just be positioned in their place as a function and authority and anointing, but they're also

going to posture their self to help Katartiso, align, equip, empower those that they are leading.

So these are very, very important. And so keep that in your heart tonight as we're praying. David

Hertle, there in Mississippi. What's in your heart?

David Hertel: [00:39:01] Yes, sir. Just looking over the states and reading the words over them,

I just keep coming back to Maryland, but I just in the name of Jesus, we claim the states of

California, Maryland, Vermont and Washington, D.C., every one of them. For the Kingdom of

God and his purposes. But Maryland in Jesus name would come and into the Ekklesia

agreement of legislators according to a righteous man's prayer, which is effective and fervent



and availing much. And we take you before the Lord and we say this vote,  this bill that's set to

be voted on. Was supposed to be possibly voted on today, I don't know what happened on it,

couldn't find anything. Senate Bill 6-6-9, a legal analyst says it could be interpreted to allow

abortions through the first month after the baby is born and it intentionally uses the word

perinatal rather than prenatal, so that it would prevent even an investigation if someone leaves a

baby to die, rather than simply drop it off at one of the many safe haven locations. No questions

asked for the safe haven law already in effect. So they tie the hands of law enforcement and bar

the state from any investigations even concerning sexual abusers and sex traffickers who could

coerce women into abortions, but there would be no investigation and ultimately empowering

their sexual predators to continue to abuse their victims. So in the name of Jesus, we come

against this diabolical scheme of the enemy. We pray  Maryland, the Maryland state legislature,

would come under such a conviction that they would vote no, not never on this depraved bill that

in effect legalized infanticide up to 28 days after the baby's born. So in Jesus name, we bind this

John 10:10 thief and those in league with him from from being able to institute into Maryland

lawThis evil scheme to steal, kill and destroy the lives of innocent and helpless babies. Father in

Jesus name. We thank you that you are looking down with great interest and great concern

because you said through your son, it would be better for one who causes one of these little

ones to even stumble, it  would have been better for him to choose to have a millstone tied

around his neck and be thrown into the sea. There's great consequences to these kind of things.

So Lord, in Jesus name, we just call Marilyn into your destiny and into alignment with your

purpose to use Maryland, even in the midterm elections, to advance your kingdom. And Lord,

we thank you, Lord God, that you are in the process of saving nations and saving nations

through saving states. And so we can ask you for the nations. We can ask you through your

son, ask you for the nations, we can through your son, ask you for the states. We ask you for

the state of Maryland. And nothing is too hard for you, Lord God. And we thank you, and we

declare that these four states are in the process of being saved. And even so, because of that,

the great country of America and its purposes and its destiny in you, it's being saved and reset,

rejuvenated, turned around, lined up, brought on line to fulfill your plan for it in the name of

Jesus. I like what said. Some of these haven't had enough words spoken over them. And that

right there inspired me just to begin to declare some good things over some things. Lord, we

thank you that you've given us this opportunity and we thank you, Lord God, that our words do

have an impact, have an effect and began to form a future that we're there was one that was

only formed by the enemies words, so  in Jesus name, we cancel those and we release the



words of the kingdom instead to form a path for these states and this nation in Jesus name.

Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:42:57] Amen. David, thank you for that, and we just declare over the state of

Washington: You will flip. We declare that there are conservatives, pro-life people with hearts of

conviction in the state of Washington, and we declare they're going to come out of the

woodwork in this election. We declare that they have had it up to here with what has taken place

there in that state, and we declared they're coming forth. Their voices are going to be loud. Their

votes are going to be sure to vote for life and to vote conservative values. Father, raise up in all

across Washington, in the election. Those that have a heart for you and those that have a heart

for life and raise them up so they can take their rightful place there in the authority and

government of the state of Washington. Brother Jim Hodges, you're with us tonight. What have

you got in your heart, sir?

Clay Nash: [00:44:07] You, their brother, Jim?

Jim Hodges: [00:44:11] I had to mute myself before I unmuted.

Clay Nash: [00:44:14] Yeah, you're done. You're-- we're hearing you, sir. Go right ahead. OK.

Jim Hodges: [00:44:19] I'm really excited because once again, I was disturbed since you led

us into this format, clay, concerning the states because we know that the battles today are local

or statewide. And then, of course, there's a national level that must be impacted, but it's from the

grassroots that's coming up. And there's enough documentation of how the federal government

has been at times tyrannical and oppressive. And of course, they are introducing policies that

are absolutely and biblical antichrist. But now, Virginia would be an example of how to turn it and

flip it. I use Clay's word, but flip these states that are on the borderline or even who have always

voted for a progressive so-called leftist policies and in their platforms to go all the way to saying,

"Well, we're humanists, we're not Christians, etc." So I'm inspired by that, but if the states are

such a key. And once again, in case the Liberals missed it, it's not just America that has a

constitution based on biblical foundational truths, but each state does. And I didn't realize that

several years ago, learned from David Barton. So here we stand on a state level and we stand

with those constitutions. Referring to the scriptures, referring to the year of our Lord Jesus

Christ. So I'm just excited that change is coming to the states and that people are awakening



basically on the local level, be it the truck convoy, be it the switching over, as I've said, and

flipping of Virginia into a state this now perpetrating and promoting the values of life and how we

would vote. So I just want to declare that this is going to be like a wave coming up from the

grassroots because, you know, basically and our nation's founding, it was the grassroots that

had to be involved, right? To take a big step to say what? We're going to fight the world's best

military and certainly navy and we're a bunch of ragtag guys here called militias. But we know

how to ride horses and shoot guns. Excuse me. I can't find it in the scripture but I can see

history. So, Father, we just declare right now that state by state, even as we've heard about

Washington, which is notoriously progressive; whole thing with Microsoft and the Seattle riots

and all that, we just say that the turning, the flipping has begun and  we sense it's already

started. Now, may we continue to faithfully decree, declare and pray so that the momentum

that's already there grows, expands, and apprehends every generation in those states for the

turnaround. And Lord,  I want to thank you again. I'm not going to pray it tonight because it's not

on the list. But our West Virginia senator, Joe Manchin, has stood strong and stood tall in

stopping this terrible leftist, aggressively tyrannical civil rulers, particularly in the nation's capital.

So we rejoice that Lord, you've turned hearts, you've turned situations and you turn what must

be turned. You can turn us away from the curse and toward the blessing. You can turn us from

falsehood and media disinformation and turn that into truth  that is heralded in the name of

Jesus. Right now, lay your hands upon these precinct chairman and women so that they

activate those voters not only in their political party, but activate those who have seen enough of

what we've been experiencing in this nation to say we don't want to continue down that path, be

it domestic policy or foreign policy in the name of Jesus. Thank you as we pray here again

tonight that the Ekklesia is maturing. We say the wheat's maturing, the tears are maturing, and

there's not yet been a total separation climbing  up to the final day in history, there are

separations of the wheat and the tear, and the tears are removed as they mature and as a

wheats maturity is now moving forward and progressing so well in intercession for this time. So

we speak blessing over 50 states. We say we're a jubilee nation. We will have a jubilee

deliverance and the jubilee destiny intact moving forward in the name of yeshua. Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:49:39] Amen. Sure glad you mentioned Joe Manchin. I was going to. We need

to continue to pray over him and these other senators. We need them to come on our way. I

mean, Joe has stood tall recently and, you know, they had to withdraw one of the people today,

a lady today that Biden had put forth. And he is not going for this nonsense. Thank God for him

and the others. But don't be afraid and remember, last Tuesday night, we prayed about all nine



Supreme Court justices. Continue to do so. What every one of them, all nine, Some more than

others, but all nine. They need to surrender greater and greater and greater to the conviction of

Holy Spirit. A lot of key cases that are going before them at this time. So we need  that to come

into play. We're at a very, very, very significant time in our nation.

Jim Hodges: [00:50:44] Yes.

Clay Nash: [00:50:44] It is a turnaround time. It's a reset time. It's a reconstituting time. And we

need  this shift. There's a turning of our nation. Don't look at the news. Don't believe what they

want you to believe. I vetted something out. Had a little bit of time. Spent some time vetting.

There's a page out there that's really saying that Ukraine is corrupt in all of this and all of that.

And what I found was it looks identical to the proper website, but it's got one extra "N" , the letter

"N".  One extra one added to it. So when you go, you think you got the right one, but you're

actually getting-- and that website at this point, I bet it's connected to Russia and they're putting

out false information and some of that. So be very wise, be very discerning. I'm actually praying

about putting together a live video with some key people on where we talk about discernment.

discernment is greater than just knowing the truth; it's knowing how to apply it. And Solomon

knew how to apply the truth that he had, and he did so and it was a great, great time. Greg,

you're with us tonight. What's in your heart?

Greg Hood: [00:52:04] Hey, Clay. Thank you, man, for doing this call today. I believe these

states that you've chosen to pray over tonight are very key states, and there are prophetic

words that are coming into them. So I just want to begin to pray and declare what God has

given me over these states. Father, tonight I just thank you for the way that these states tie in to

our nation. Father, two are on the West Coast. Two are on the East Coast. Two were at the

beginning, and two were close to the end of coming into this union, Lord. And I just hear you

saying today, father God, that even over Vermont, one of our oldest states, that the seeds of

revival and awakening are in you. Beautiful Bennington, Vermont, the seeds of revival are in

you. And out of you is going to begin to come a sound of the spirit of God that will begin to draw

others into you again. There's a movement of the spirit of the Lord and an awakening that's

going to begin to happen in Bennington, Vermont again. And father, I thank you tonight that's it's

going to even begin to happen because of what's going to pour over the borders of Canada.

Father, even out of Montreal and out of Quebec there is a river of revival that's going to begin to

pour into Vermont, and Vermont is going to catch it. I see Bennington, Vermont catching this



revival. Catching this river and the river will not flow from you, Bennington, but it will begin to

gush from you. It will be like an explosion coming out of you. God is reviving you and awakening

you and bringing you into the place of harvest even now. For, the seeds that have been planted

over the years and those that have stood within you and declared that you are a state of revival,

you are a state that will see awakening. You saw it once and you will see it again, says the Lord.

Father, I thank you today that there is a shaking. Even in the political arenas of Vermont, Lord,

you are taking those that have called themselves independents, those that have declared that

they want to stand alone  to get their will and their way done. And you're raising up sons and

daughters within Vermont that'll say, we're not independent we're interdependent. We're pulling

our sound from the heart of God. We've laid our ear to his chest and we are repeating what

we're hearing his heartbeat say. So Father Lord, over this great state of Vermont, I thank you,

Lord. As  the summer comes and and as the summer goes, even in this year, there will be signs

of shaking and there will be signs of awakening Lord within the great state of Vermont. And I say

again, I see Bennington, Vermont being the place where the seedbeds of revival and awakening

have been planted and it's going to begin to burst forth. Those that have given their lives for this,

those that have sowed in this over the last five or six decades in this state. Lord, I thank you

they're stepping into their time. Their cycle has come back around and it’s time Father, for this

state to begin to see your goodness. I hear tonight lord that you are saying over Vermont that

you are going to pour out on the state of Vermont and the habitation of Vermont, the spirit of

grace and the spirit of favor. Supplication is being poured out over the state of Vermont. I see

the state of Vermont beginning to be known as the weeping state. The state that weeps. Why?

For The passion of the loss. For the state that has been known as the coldest is going to begin

to be known as the warmest. For the passion of the loss is beginning to stir within you. And I

decree that the fire of God has been ignited in the state of Vermont and the agendas that have

been there for the left. And the agendas that have even been there for the alphabet groups, I

declare today that the fire of God is sweeping through them and those that are in those groups

that have come from families of ministers. The lineage is ministry. their lineage is godly.

Father,You're going to catch them on fire and they're going to surrender their lives to you. And

the wave of harvest is going to begin to take place out of the state of Vermont. Father, I pray

over Maryland tonight and I decree over Maryland also Lord God. that Maryland is going to

begin to turn because Maryland is beginning to burn. And Father Lord, the burning that is

happening there, again the seeds of revival, the seeds of awakening that have been planted

there, lord, Maryland at one time was a pulpit for righteousness. It was a pulpit for awakening

and revival. And Father, I decree today that Maryland is going to begin to give birth again to



strong governmental leaders. Many presidents have come out of the state of Maryland. Two of

them were from my lineage. and I decree today, Father, that Lord, As my family goes back into

the seventeen hundreds into Maryland, I decree today, Lord God, Maryland is awakening the

revival. Maryland is awakening to the moving of Holy Spirit. And she is pregnant and the travail

has started for her to again to begin to bring birth and give birth to strong governmental leaders.

Father, we declare that in the governor's mansion of Maryland, we declare it through the halls of

their Congress, their Senate, We declare it Lord, on the federal level, they're going to be strong

conservative kingdom voices that are going to begin to come out of the state of Maryland.

They're going to be two that begin to rise up out of the state of Maryland, that people will begin

to say,  "they are not Christians. We can't vote for them." But Father I decree, they'll be kingdom

people. One man and one woman is going to rise up out of that state. They won't carry a

Catholic background. They won't carry a Protestant background, but they will carry a kingdom

background. And the Kingdom of God is going to begin to emerge through them. That's going to

bring great controversy in the Catholic Church. It's going to bring great controversy among the

Protestants in that area. But God said, I've breathed on them my spirit. AndThey are going to

begin to bring a shaking in the state of Maryland that will cause Maryland to get her voice back

concerning the nation. Father, I also pray over Washington tonight. I heard the spirit of the Lord

say that the land of the state of Washington is mourning, its wailing, it's lamenting. Father, I

heard that you said that you have heard Washington's state cry. You heard their wailing. you've

heard their lamenting father. And I just saw tonight that Washington state was getting ready to

throw up a lot of the things that had been settled in it. Father,  the majority of that state are

conservative, father in the outlying areas. But Lord, today you're bringing a shaking to Seattle,

Washington. You're bringing a shaking Lod to the other cities that have formed alliances, father,

with darkness and alliances with evil and father you're causing them to become topsy turvy. I

thank you're right now, Lord, that even in the ports of Washington state, there is coming a

lockdown in the ports of Washington. I heard sirens going off and the ports locking down. And

father, as this begins to happen, you are saying to me tonight there's going to be a great

awakening and shaking and Lord, I just see it as a coming of Jesus meeting that people are

going to have in those ports with you, Lord,  will be an alarm that will be sounded of something

that would be the release of violence or the release of an attack. But it will not happen, says the

Lord. But the alarms will sound, and there will be great fear run throughout the ports of

Washington. And as it does, the Lord says they're going to turn their hearts to me. For they

know that I am their only answer. Father,  You spoke to Jane Harman this weekend at Kingdom

University and you said that we have a campus in Washington state because of the hunger that



is there even now/. breathe on that hunger Lord. Cause a hunger not for religion, but for your

kingdom to begin to spring up and to come forth in Washington state, in Jesus name. Lord. I

hear you saying that they're going to be known as the shunamite state and that Washington will

be the shunamite state, and they will begin to be a place that will welcome the prophets, take

care of the prophets, steward the prophets in a way God that they have not done in many years.

The seeds of healing, the seeds of help, and the seeds of wholeness are in the state of

Washington, and we call them forth in the name of Jesus. For Lord, there have been those that

are there that are building rooms on the wall for the prophets to come and to rest, but also for

the prophets to begin to decree and declare your word over the state and over the nation. And

father over California, lastly, I heard you say to me, Lord God, that a glory is resting upon new

California. a Glory is resting upon you. And as the weight of God begins to come upon you, the

Kabod of the Lord will begin to cold press you. That's what I heard the spirit of the  lord said, I'm

going to cold press you to where you will not lose your value and you will not lose the nutritional

value, even that you bring spiritually to this nation. But I am going to cold press you and I'm

going to begin to cause you to come back in to who I created you to be as one who releases

food for the nations, healing to the nations and revival to the land. So Lord, I just decree this

tonight as well over California, in Jesus name. Amen.

Clay Nash: [01:03:28] Amen Greg, appreciate it. Strong, and appreciate it. As you were

speaking some of the states, I got a word and heard the Lord say the Shawnee, Oklahoma and I

know it's not four of our states, but I heard the Lord say: Shawnee, Oklahoma, I'm about to

release a war cry over you so that a war cry will begin to come from you again. Not a war that

wars against flesh and blood, but a war cry that's going to war against the darkness and death

that is settled into that area. So get ready for this war cry to be released over you so it will stir

the war cry of the kingdom through you and over you. It's Going to be a great thing there. Take

that word and run with it. Jill, what's in your heart?

Jill Nobles: [01:04:20] Wow, wow. Greg's word: powerful, very powerful. The watchman sees

the sword coming and blows the trumpet, warn the people. The violent sword is trying to come.

So let us prepare the state of Washington to become the shunamite state, according to the

prophet, according to the word of the Lord. Maryland, Washington, California, your Republicans

voted yes last week to rob the people of their ability to defend themselves. Your House of

Representatives dropped a bill containing authorization for gun control, and we speak into that

Violence Against Women Act, That Reauthorization Act, and we speak to that national instant



criminal background check system that is seeking to turn centralized power over to the federal

government to take it away from the state. And we speak to these legislators and over them

tonight and we say, nay, nay, the Lord will come and he will turn this around in the name of

Jesus. We say over these pieces of legislation that have been passed in the House and about to

go to the Senate, we decree a cease and desist order over these pieces. Father, we say tonight

that we bless you and we thank you. Praise and Glory to your great name for the work of God in

the Earth. And although many forces are vying for supremacy, we have confidence that your

great power can and will overtake these Antichrist forces. We speak to these two actions and

issue a cease and desist order against them. We decree that the heavenly host be put on

assignment to place every false altar on lock down. I bind every gatekeeper and I place the

blood of Jesus, Yeshua, upon every portal and access point. I appeal to justice and I decree a

hundredfold return to all the evil sown against God's people. I take authority over the evil spirits

operating behind these legislative actions, and I decree that you are discovered, apprehended,

bound, pierced, pierced through and destroyed. I loose the divine virtues of liberty, freedom,

righteousness and justice. These virtues shall be restored to you. I pull out every hidden

document, covenant, contract legislation, certificate, oath or vow  that runs contrary to the will of

God. I deed any territory possessed by the enemy over to the Kingdom of God, and I place the

blood of Yeshua over the governments of Maryland, California, Vermont and Washington. I ask

Lord that these states be flipped to represent a conservative biblical foundation and father, I

close this out as we watch with expectant hearts to the verdicts rendered in the favor of the

Saints in the name of Jesus, a man.

Clay Nash: [01:08:05] Amen Jill. We come in agreement with that. And we just declare over

Burma. we just declare there is an Ekklesia that's hidden there. We declare there they're going

to come forth. their voice is going to be amplified, going to be loud, they're going to speak with

authority. And I--because I watch the numbers, I prophesy into the state of Vermont and I say

there's going to be an awakening and we're going to see an increase in the numbers of those

from that state that's going to begin to join this call and be part of what the Ekklesia is declaring

and decreeing at this time. Timothy, good to have you on. I know you're busy. What's in your

heart tonight?

Tim Carscadden: [01:08:52] Thank you, Clay, and to all that are on the call, we thank you guys

for partnering with us as we pray, and you kind of stole what I was getting for. Vermont, Clay and

Greg did a little bit as well, I don't think stole it. I mean, it's really what God's saying right now.



And I want to cover the four states real quickly. I saw Vermont, and this is what the Lord showed

me. He Said, there is a dormancy that is ending and a sound in the wind is moving in this state.

And I saw this. The foundational word of the Founding Fathers is groaning from the land, and

we declare that the voices of the founding fathers in Vermont will come forth and we speak life

from the death. And we say the words that are in the soil of Vermont that our founding fathers

cried out for for the purpose of righteousness in America will come forth and it will affect the

citizens of Vermont. And then I heard from Maryland, the state of Kavanaugh and Roberts that

they will again be used to turn toward justice. Maryland, you will be used as a state that will be

known for justice because of these two justices that live within your boundaries. And then I

heard this Maryland: Maryland will become Merry-land, M-E-R-R-Y, as the rebuilding of the

original intent is beginning. And instead of creating a breach in America and in this nation, you

will now begin to repair the breach. We declare that over Maryland, especially in the coming

election and for the state of Washington, I had a vision and I saw the southeast corner will have

a voice that spreads far and wide harvests of past seasons will begin to speak. And

Washington, the Lord says, Do not forget your heritage nor your inheritance. And I heard this,

the Lord says voters will secretly vote against their patterns of the past, and the Lord said to

push and call out for the midwives because God is trying to birth new beginnings in the state of

Washington. So we decree that, that the true midwives and the intercessors of Washington and

this nation will arrive there. And in California, I heard this, the Courts of Heaven are ruling over

this state at this moment, and the remnants prayers have filled the bowls and the harp and bowl

Worship there will move the heart of many and move the hearts of many in the state. Darkness

has built dams there to hold back the water to water that would  bring the seeds of faith there,

and we declare that these dams that the enemy has built will be breached and the waters will

reach the seeds of those who sown into that land and hope will come to them and the nation

and the state of California will be transformed and they will begin to lead again. I thank you,

father, for the court cases There,  both in a natural and in the spirit that will flip California and flip

counties and flip regions in this coming election. We decree that right now. Now, This is a kind of

a side issue. I had a vision. And I know President Biden's in Europe right now, we need to really

cover what he does there. I kept hearing the word capitulation over him and that he's willing to

capitulate on some key issues. And then I had a vision of Secretary of State Blinken and the

Lord showed me he was trying to bring real wisdom to the administration and they have shut his

mouth. They do not want his input right now, and they're pushing him to the side because he's

trying to bring real wisdom to the policies of this administration. So we pray right now over our

president as he goes to Europe, that father, he will not capitulate. He will stand strong father for



the nation of Ukraine and Lord for our allies over there. Lord, we have already broken our

promise to Ukraine. We have already breached our covenant that we made and we repent for

that. But now, father, we pray that he'd honor Lord what our fathers and our past leaders have

voted on and and stood for that they would protect Lord the innocent. They would protect the

orphan and the widow. They would protect them, father, in the land right now. And father, I pray

for Anthony Blinken, Lord that his voice of wisdom that could speak into this administration

would once again have a voice. We come against the powers of darkness that want to keep him

and keep his voice away from the president, away from the leaders. And we say, Lord, let his

voice come forth. Lord, Find a way where there doesn't seem to be a way for that to happen.

We decree these things tonight in the name of Yeshua, Amen.

Clay Nash: [01:13:51] Amen. Thank you, Timothy, for that. And as you said, let's continue to

cover Biden while he's over there. I've been praying that there would be Bhatia's released

around him that would have not only just common sense in some of these situations, but also

would release Kingdom insight and Kingdom Wisdom around him. I believe something's going

to take place that's going to get Biden to shift about returning back to using our oil here. And I've

been praying that in my prayer closet, I've been declaring and decreeing, and I believe it's going

to take place. Before I Close the call out, any of the hosts that on, anybody else of the hosts, do

you have anything else to contribute tonight? We don't want to miss anything that you're feeling.

Well, you all are quite. Well, listen, I want to thank all of our participants that's on. I know our

hosts make great declarations, great decrees. We release prophetic words, visions and insight.

All that is significant. All that is essential. But I want to tell you  the thing that's fueling this call is

the power of agreement from the participants that come on. your declarations there. Your

decrees there  are so essential for this call, carrying the weight that it must carry. So thank you.

Thank you. Thank you. Another call tomorrow at 2:22 Eastern Time and my very small team of

people will work to get the recording. We had a problem today. I don't know if it's right now

actually with free conference call, but we're working on it. But we'll get the recordings up as

quick as we can and get tonights transcribed so you can have it. Had someone write me today

thanking me for the transcriptions because they're taking portions of them and carrying them

into prayer meetings and using them in their state. So that's important. So, God bless you. Be

with us tomorrow at 2:22. Remember Timothy's-- you can find it all on Facebook under Christian

Center or pipeline intercession every day at 12 o'clock central time. It's--I want to tell you--very

informative.  I had to miss it today and I regretted it. I try to sneak in there and listen  and get a



lot of insight. His son, Zach is doing such an incredible job with digging up and researching. So

anyway, I bless you all. We'll be here tomorrow at 2:22.


